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Abstract:

In this work we discuss an object-based wavelet image coding system which em-

ploys the wavelet packet best basis algorithm to adapt to each object separately. In addition
to the increased functionality inherent to any object-based codec, the enhanced rate-distortion
performance for images exhibiting objects with dierent frequency properties is shown.
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1 INTRODUCTION

With the nalization of the wavelet based JPEG2000 standard and the inclusion of a wavelet
algorithm for synthetic/natural hybrid coding in MPEG-4 there is no doubt left that wavelet
compression has to be considered state of the art nowadays.
With the emerge of MPEG-4, object-based compression techniques facilitating user interaction and many other features attracted the interest of the coding community. In this
paper we describe an object-based wavelet image codec based on the wavelet packet best
basis algorithm [1], which performs an adaptive optimization of the frequency resolution of
the overcomplete wavelet packet basis. The idea is to adapt to dierent objects separately
thereby achieving superior rate-distortion performance as compared to global adaptation.
Therefore, we result in two advantages of the object-based approach: better functionality
and better compression results.

2 OBJECT-BASED COMPRESSION USING WAVELET PACKETS

Wavelet packets [2] represent a generalization of the method of multiresolution decomposition and comprise the entire family of subband coded (tree) decompositions. Whereas in the
wavelet case the decomposition is applied recursively to the coarse scale approximations only
(leading to the well known (pyramidal) wavelet decomposition tree), in the wavelet packet
(WP) decomposition the recursive procedure is applied to all the coarse scale approximations
and detail signals, which leads to a complete WP tree. The best basis algorithm selects the
most suitable frequency subbands for signal compression by optimizing additive information
cost functions in a rate-independent way. Recently, WP based compression methods have
been developed which outperform the most advanced wavelet coders signicantly for textured
images in terms of rate-distortion (R-D) performance (e.g. for ngerprints and the famous
testimage Barbara [3]). Finally the double tree and T-F-tree algorithms calculate adaptive spatial and frequency tilings jointly and therefore generalize the best basis algorithm
even more [4].
Although from a R-D point of view there are better methods [5] than the best-basis
algorithm, we have chosen to employ this method due to its relatively low computational
complexity. In the following, we apply the best basis algorithm in an object-based environment, in which the aim is to construct WP bases tted for each object in the image separately.

Besides the increase in functionality, the obvious additional advantages of an object-based
approach are the possibility to adapt the wavelet packet subband structure to each object and
thus achieve better overall rate-distortion performance, and the possibility to grant dierent
bitrates to objects, according to their importance in the image and/or their visual activity
level. We assume the image to be already segmented into objects. The proposed compression
algorithm is divided into three stages (Figure 1):
1. For each object, the best-basis algorithm is used
to nd the best-adapted basis for that particular object
and transforms the pixels contained in it. During the
analysis-step, the object borders have to receive special
treatment to extend the signal [6]. If biorthogonal lters
are used, the treatment of object borders is not limited
to periodical extension, but may also use dierent kinds
of symmetric extensions.
The structure of the best suited subband-decomposition is written to the nal bitstream as a quad-tree for
each object.
2. We then use an algorithm similar to SPIHT to
exploit the hierarchical structure of the coecients in
the wavelet packet tree [7] (SMAWZ). SMAWZ uses the
foundations of SPIHT, most importantly the zero-tree
paradigm, and adapts them to wavelet packets. Whereas
full wavelet packet decomposition is of order O(N log N )
in contrast to O(N ) for pyramidal decomposition, the
pure coding time SMAWZ takes for operation, like SPIHT,
Fig. 1 Object oriented
scales linearly with the number of output-bits.
optimization.
SMAWZ can work in two modes, simple and improved.
While the simple mode produces the same bits as SPIHT,
the order of the bits is dierent. It is shown in [8] that for optimized PSNR at any rate, bigger
coecients have to come rst in the bitstream. Thus, in the improved version SMAWZ takes
care that unimportant bits are evaluated as late as possible. As the increase in computational
complexity is rewarded by a signicant gain in PSNR-performance, our testruns all use the
improved mode of SMAWZ.
The encoding procedure is stopped at the bitrate assigned to the current object. The
output is then written to the nal bitstream. In this stage, dierent algorithmic variations
are possible, for example to make the coecients related to a specic object appear rst in
the bitstream making it possible to grant certain objects priority in progressive decoding.
3. Finally, the resulting bitstream, containing the object mask, the structure of the
wavelet packet tree and the wavelet coecients for each object is processed by an arithmetic
encoder.

3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In our experiments, the above approach was implemented using the SMAWZ codec with the
classical biorthogonal (7,9) lter. The tested images (Figure 2) all exhibit high frequency
texture. The costfunctions employed are the Logarithm of Energy (LogE), the -Norm and
the Entropy Information Cost (EIC) [2], which are all additive costfunctions, meaning that

for a set of subbands
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Fig. 2 Test images, 512 × 512 pixels, 8bpp.
In a rst step we aim at verifying the superiority of
the WP-transform over classical wavelet transforms for
textured images. A couple of articially generated images
with strong high frequency components in a singular direction (see the two halves of Figure 2.b) are tested for their
suitability for WP-coding. All the wavelet-packet decompositions that any of the used costfunctions produce for
these pictures outperform the pyramidal decomposition by
at least 4db. The test results for the set of tested natural
images, consisting of Brodatz-texture images [9] (Figure
2.a) and textile fabric images, are similar to the articial images  for ne, textured images, the wavelet-packet
decomposition outperforms the pyramidal decomposition

Fig. 3 WP-Structure of D49

signicantly (Figure 4.a). It is interesting to observe that
the performance of the dierent costfunctions varies from image to image. None of the used
costfunctions turned out to return the best decomposition with respect to PSNR in any case.
Also, there seems to be no direct correlation between the value of the costfunction and the
PSNR of the reconstructed image.
In the second step we test the adaptive object-based approach and create hybrid images
containing two rectangular objects of the same size, which are chosen from the set of the
previously tested images with the subband structures being as dierent as possible.

By

limiting the shape of the objects to rectangles, some of the special issues that come with
arbitrary shapes [6] are not relevant for this setup. In our implementation the bitbudget is
allocated proportionally to the size of the object, i.e. as both objects in the setup have the
same size, they are both granted the same bitbudget.
As can be clearly seen from Figure 4.b, for the articial test image the object-based adaptation approach outperforms the global adaptation signicantly across the entire bitrange
considered.

Additionally, the non-adaptive classical pyramidal decomposition is clearly in-

ferior to the results achieved by adaptation for this class of images.

In Figure 4.c, it can

be seen that for the hybrid Brodatz test image, the object-based adaptation is superior for
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Fig. 4 Test results
compression-ratios up to 50. With higher compression global adaption gains an advantage,
because, due to the limited number of coded coecients, each coecients contains information about all objects. Generally, the more dissimilar the subband structures of the various
objects are, the higher is the compression ratio up to which local adaption outperforms global
adaption.
One might argue that there is considerable overhead associated when storing the WP
subband structure for each object separately. But the quadtree representation of the subband
structures is very ecient  Figure 4.d shows that even in the case of high compression ratios
this overhead never exceeds 1% of the entire bitbudget of the corresponding objects.
4 CONCLUSION
When dealing with images containing objects of heterogenous traits in frequency space, the
adaptive object-based approach produces better compression results than non-object-based
and non-adaptive approaches. Our approach proved to be suitable for a specic class of
images, yet it has one drawback. Since the allocation of the bitbudget for an object is
determined by the size of the object only, we obtain good results for images composed of
objects showing similar levels of entropy or visual energy only.
For images containing very dierent objects in the aforementioned sense, the suboptimal

bitbudget allocation strategy does not allow the object-based approach to outperform the
global optimization. In future work, we will address this issue by using a more sophisticated
strategy for bitbudget allocation based on size and features of the dierent objects.
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